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ello and welcome to another fine issue of Dark Side Digital, this
one celebrating the making of that modern day horror classic,
An American Werewolf In London. Can it really be over 30
years since this first saw the light of a projector bulb? Time certainly
flies, and always in the wrong direction. By the way, did you know that
when a clock is hungry, it goes back four seconds.
Over the years a phrase that I’ve used rather a lot in my reviews is
to describe ‘cosy’ old-fashioned movies as “perfect for a rainy Sunday
afternoon.” But it occurred to me the other day (while pushing a
shopping trolley round a very crowded Tesco store, er, on a Sunday
afternoon), that the saying belongs to a very different era.
What I mean is, when I was growing up in the 60s Sundays were
a much different proposition to what they are these days. This was
an era before home video and even colour television, a time when all
the shops were closed, pub opening hours were severely restricted
and even the cinemas mainly showed old movies. Oh, and devout
churchgoers have my apologies, but I didn’t enjoy Sunday School
much… do they still have that these days?
To my mind the perfect snapshot of these times can be found in
Galton and Simpson’s classic Tony Hancock show episode, A Sunday
Afternoon At Home, where Tony, Sid, Hattie and the gang sit around
bored mindless, “waiting for the next lot of grub to come up.” Hancock
observes that even the food’s not worth waiting for, telling Hattie: “I
thought my mother was a bad cook, but at least her gravy used to
move about a bit.”
Yes, Sundays were boring, but they were also very comforting and
relaxing, and formed a satisfying end to the week. Don’t you think that
one of the reasons life today is so much more stressful is because we
don’t have quiet Sundays any more? My question is addressed to older
readers of course because the younger ones don’t know what they
missed. I think that’s why I love watching old black and white British
movies from the 50s and 60s and I’ve been enjoying a lot of them
through my LoveFilm subscription because they have pretty much
the entire back catalogue of Renown Films and Odeon Entertainment
on there. My next-door-neighbour Dave has had a cab company in
Wimbledon for over thirty years and he’s loved watching my Edgar
Wallace Mysteries collection because most of these short and snappy
thrillers were shot at Merton Park Studios and in the surrounding
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areas. “I remember watching them in the cinema,” Dave said. “A big
cheer used to go up every time The Dog and Fox showed up in the
background.”
We love retro in The Dark Side and it seems to be selling us more
and more issues each time. The next print issue is going to be very
popular indeed with readers of a certain age, because we are taking
a nostalgic look at the BBC2 horror double bills of the 70s and 80s,
which introduced many of our readers to the best and worst of the
horror genre. Many an impressionable young mind was bent out of
shape in those days by late night exposure to the likes of The Crazies
and Superbeast, alongside classic Universal monsters and the eerie
chillers of producer Val Lewton.
I’ve long wanted to tackle the BBC2 horrors in the pages of Dark
Side and who better to do the job for us than Denis Meikle, whose
absorbing, insightful pieces in the current issue on Oliver Reed and
Dracula AD 1972 are both a real treat. Why this man isn’t writing for all
the top film publications I’ll never know, but their loss is our gain.
Denis has just sent me his BBC2 feature along with a selection of
tasty stills. Here’s a taster just to whet your appetite:
“In the interval between the BBC’s fourth season of double-bills and
its sixth, a technological revolution had taken place and videocassette
recorders, or ‘VCRs’, had hit the domestic marketplace. Early adopters
of the system had paid the best part of £1000 for a piano-key Sony
or Mitsubishi unit but, in 1979, Dutch electrical giant Philips Eindhoven
had launched the N1700 and its corporate tie-in with high street TV
rental company Visionhire had opened up an entry-level market to
the public at large for a monthly fee; by 1980, two formats were set to
dominate the field – VHS in the hardware form of Matsushita affiliates
JVC, Panasonic and more, and Betamax, proprietary format of the
groundbreaking Sony C7 wonder-machine with its 14-day time-shift
ability, slo-mo playback and wireless remote control.
Horror film fans of 1980 were not only the recipients of a dedicated
late-night slot on British television – for the first time ever, they could
also collect the films which featured on it (albeit technically illegally at
the time!).”
Yes, it’s a cracking piece and probably worth the cost of the mag
alone. But that’s not all, folks. I can reveal that we’re bringing our old
friend John Hamilton back to tell the fascinating story of the rise and
fall of Tigon films, and we’ll be interviewing Ian Ogilvy along with some
other great cult figures. But the biggest news of all is that issue 155 of
The Dark Side will be 100 pages thick, at no extra price because we
are giving you a free 32-page supplement on Cult TV shows as a taster
for a totally new mag to run alongside The Dark Side. There may be a
recession on but we’re doing very nicely with your support, and this
issue will also be the first of the new run of Dark Side to be exported
to the US, Canada, Australia and Europe. Anyway, that’s enough waffle,
enjoy Digi 5 while I go off to muse on life’s many imponderables, like
why is a boxing ring square and how come a pizza can get to your
house quicker than an ambulance? This sort of stuff keeps me awake
at night.
Allan Bryce
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Simon Hooper on the making of
An American Werewolf in London…
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efore becoming a director,
John Landis had done a
multitude of jobs, from
mailman to stuntman. In 1979
he even had his hand up a
muppet’s bottom, because
in the last scene of The
Muppet Movie, where dozens
of muppets gather for the
climatic song, it’s Landis who’s operating
Grover. A young Tim Burton was also
involved in that scene.
But let’s spool back 10 years, to when
Landis was working as an uncredited
production assistant on Clint Eastwood’s
Kelly’s Heroes (1970). That was when
he started writing what was to become
An American Werewolf in London. His
fascination with monsters continued, but
the American Werewolf script was left
gathering dust when he finally managed
to get money to shoot his first feature
length film, Schlock (1973).
Not only did Landis write and
direct Schlock, he also starred as the
eponymous monkey monster hybrid and
it was here that his first collaboration
with genius makeup artist Rick Baker
began. About their first collaboration,
Landis said, “I don’t know if it’s that
interesting, but I knew (special effects
makeup artist) John Chambers, because
I was a mail boy at Fox when they made
Beneath The Planet of the Apes. In fact,
I acted in Battle For The Planet of the
Apes, but I wasn’t an ape. So I went to
John, and I told him I needed a missing
link suit and I wanted it to be more
apelike than manlike. We discussed it,
and he said, “Well, let me see what I
can do.” He came back and said, ‘It’ll be
about a $150,000.’ Schlock was made for
$60,000 (laughs).
“So, then John suggested I got to
special effects makeup artist Don Post.
You probably wouldn’t remember, but in
the back of Famous Monsters magazine
they used to sell Don Post’s rubber
masks to put over your head of the
Frankenstein monster and The Wolfman
and stuff. So I went to this place in
Burbank that made these rubber masks
and I asked them.
“Since I was basically doing a remake
of Trog, I wanted a bad gorilla suit, and
they wanted, like $75,000 dollars to do a
bad gorilla suit (laughs). As I was leaving,
Don Post Jr. was painting a mask, and he
said to me, “Hey, I’ve got someone for
you.” Then he gave me a business card
that said “Rick Baker, Monster Maker,”
and it had a phone number, so I called
the number and it was Rick’s parents
house in Covina, and I drove out with the
producer.
“So, we drove out to Covina, which for
me could have been Kansas, it was that
far away, and went to this lower-middleclass neighbourhood and went into the
house. Rick had lovely, lovely parents,
and he was an only child, and we went
into his room and he was really skinny
with long hair and bad skin. But I looked
at the work that he had done, and I had
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been working in films for some time, I
thought “This kid is brilliant” (laughs).
I said, “My goodness.” At that time he
was still corresponding with Dick Smith,
who had had a similar reaction as I did.
Dick eventually hired him to assist on
The Exorcist. Dick saw the same thing,
“This kid is brilliant.” So, Rick made the
costume. I think his budget was $5,000.
The moulds for the body of Schlock had
to be no larger than his mom’s oven. I
remember Mrs. Baker said that her pies
smelled of foam rubber for years!”
From an early age Baker had been
using his mum’s oven to make moulds for
his creature masks, and by his late teens
was making up his friends for Halloween
designing incredibly accomplished
masks. It was while working on Schlock
that Landis gave the script for Werewolf
to Baker, also giving him the problem of
how to do the transformation without
resorting to the actor dropping behind
bits of set and reappearing in an
increasingly hirsute condition.
Baker was a massive fan of Jack
Pierce, who had designed the makeup
for many of Universal’s monsters
including the iconic 1931 Frankenstein, so
he leapt at the chance, but it was to be
another 8 years before he would astonish
the world with his groundbreaking work.
Costing a miniscule $60,000, Schlock
was the last film Landis would direct for
the next four years, and he filled in the
time appearing in bit parts in films and
TV shows. Landis spent a lot of time
publicising and promoting Schlock, and it
was the Zucker brothers who asked him
to direct 1977’s Kentucky Fried Movie,
a ragbag of irreverent and frequently
politically incorrect sketches, most in
poor taste. It had 10 times the budget of
Schlock, but was still incredibly cheap
by Hollywood standards. Landing itself
an X certificate in the UK, it went on to
make huge profits and opened the door
for Landis to direct Animal House (1978).
another low budget comedy which
dwarfed the success of Kentucky Fried
Movie. Landis was hot and became the
go-to director for comedy. The Blues
Brothers (1980) had a huge budget and
though it ultimately made its money
back many times over, it was critically
savaged at the time.
With enough success behind him
Landis was a force to be reckoned with
and it was now that he decided the time
was right for his werewolf movie. Equally,
Baker had also started establishing
himself as a makeup designer of repute
whose work was often better than the
films it appeared, in whether it be the
1976 remake of King Kong, The Incredible
Melting Man or the cantina creatures in
Star Wars.
Baker had showed Landis what he
called the ‘change-o-heads’ which
were various phases of the werewolf
transformation. Landis was completely
enthralled, and with renewed urgency
he pressed on with trying to get the
film funded. However, many of the

studios were unsure of this odd horror
hybrid script from a director who had
established a reputation for comedy.
Producers Peter Guber and Jon Peters
were now running Polygram and they
were the only ones who ‘got’ the comedy
horror script and stumped up the cash.
With the money ready, pre-production
began, and Landis made the call to
Baker. Disaster. Baker had been offered
and accepted The Howling. Worse still, it
would use his ‘change-o-heads’.
Landis went berserk, livid that Baker
was now on Joe Dante’s production,
leaving him with a major problem.
Eventually Baker relented and handed
over the reins on The Howling to his
protégé Rob Bottin, who would go on
to create his own jaw-dropping make up
moments in John Carpenter’s remake
of The Thing. The only proviso was that
he needed 6 months to work on the
prosthetics and makeup, which forced
Landis to hire the actors before he had
control of the money.
David Naughton had been in a big
campaign for the Dr Pepper soft drink
and it was because of Landis’ liking of
the persona he saw in the ad that he cast
him as ‘the Kesler boy’. Griffin Dunne,
on the other hand, never auditioned for
the movie. He had a ten minute meeting
with the director and was sent the script
shortly afterwards, with instructions
to read it and ring Landis immediately.
Landis’ only concern, much to Dunne’s
curiosity, was whether Dunne was claustrophobic or not. Within days he would
find out why.
In October 1980 Baker began work
with the two lead actors, covering their
heads (or, in David Naughton’s case,
almost his entire body) in gloop to make
moulds for the prosthetics of what would
turn out to be groundbreaking practical
effects. Jenny Agutter, who was still
living in LA at the time and friends with
Landis’ wife Debra, was cast as Nurse
Alex Price. Many of the cast came from
a disastrous RSC production of Nicholas
Nickleby which had garnered dreadful
reviews. The company regrouped and
overhauled the production and a year
later restaged it with the same cast,
this time to rave reviews. Landis, having
taken his wife to see it, hired many of the
cast members, notably John Woodvine.
Frank Oz, who was becoming a regular
in Landis films, was in London at the
time recording The Muppet Show TV
series. He took Landis out one evening to
a regular haunt of his, The Comic Strip,
at the time the mecca of cutting edge
alternative comedy. That night Rik Mayall
and Ade Edmondson were performing as
The Dangerous Brothers, a truly insane
act which consisted of them beating the
hell out of each other on stage. Landis
loved them and offered the pair roles
in the film. Only Mayall could accept,
because Edmondson was shooting a
commercial at the time. It’s Mayall who
plays Brian Glover at chess and does the
‘spit take’ - spraying beer everywhere as
The DarkSide DIGITAL 5

Above:
“Beware
the moon,
lads.” David
Naughton and
Griffin Dunne
on the moors
at night

a result of Glover’s joke. By all accounts
Mayall didn’t know what Landis meant by
a ‘spit take’ and it was Glover who had to
show him!
The film was based in London to
take full advantage of tax breaks then
available to boost the British film
industry. In 1975 Landis had been in
London as one of 12 uncredited writers
involved with the Bond film, The Spy
Who Loved Me. In the original AAWIL
script the final transformation was to
take place in a cinema on Piccadilly
where he had spent time watching
pristine prints of Tex Avery cartoons.
When Landis returned to London 5 years
later he found it to have undergone
a transformation of its own, into an
emporium of porn. So he changed the
scene to feature what would be his own
specially shot ‘specialist interest art
house film, See You Next Wednesday,
with Brenda Bristols (aka Linzi Drew,
a leading glamour model of the day).
Landis also chaperoned the delectable
Miss Drew to some London nightspots.
She later married porn star Lindsay
Honey, aka ‘Ben Dover’, and their son
Tiger Drew-Honey is now one of the stars
of the hit sitcom, Outnumbered.
On another trivia note, Landis uses
See You Next Wednesday in most of his
movies, usually referring to a fictional
film. You can see it in everything from
Twilight Zone: The Movie to Michael
Jackson’s Black and White and Thriller
videos. Landis got his inspiration from
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
(1968). It is the last line spoken by
astronaut Gary Lockwood’s father
during his videophone conversation
with his parents. With the wilds of Wales
doubling for the North of England,
shooting was ready to begin until British
Equity dropped a bombshell. Having
granted Landis, Baker and Naughton
permits, they hesitated at granting one
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for Griffin Dunne, arguing that they
wanted to use an American who was
already in British Equity.
As far as Landis was concerned the
parts had been cast, and Dunne was
flying into the UK in a couple of days’
time. The film was bringing a lot of
jobs to the beleaguered British film
industry so Landis played his trump card
and called their bluff, threatening to
relocate the whole production to Paris,
where they had tentatively scouted
for locations. Realising they could be
responsible for so many job losses,
Equity relented and granted the permit.
In February 1981 the porn film See
You Next Wednesday was shot, so that
it would be ready for the final cinema
scene in Piccadilly. Filming began in
earnest with the opening scene of the
two Americans walking the moors, or at
least the Welsh hills that were doubling
for them.
At the time the default dress code for
American youth was jeans, puffa jackets
and Timberland boots, but on a recent
visit to London Landis commented that
every nationality seemed to be dressed
like this. After filming was completed,
Naughton ended up keeping his
backpack and Dunne his jacket. Though
both lead males had scripted dialogue
they ad libbed frequently throughout –
Dunne’s, “Bye girls” quip to the sheep in
the truck is just one of many lines not in
the script.
Having flown in from sunny LA,
Naughton and Dunne found themselves
taken aback by the freezing cold and
cutting winds. Faced with this and the
bleak landscape, both actors found
themselves getting a little hysterical. You
can see them momentarily losing it in the
scene where they walk and discuss a girl.
Dunne admits to laughing for real in the
take, just before the scene ends.
Naughton’s, “It’s cold and wet out
here!” was another ad lib, perhaps aimed
more at Landis than anyone else. They
weren’t wrong. The scene where the
werewolf first attacks them was shot at
Windsor Castle or more precisely in the
grounds at the rear. The rain machines
were on full blast, at least when the pipes
hadn’t frozen. Movie raindrops have to be
bigger to show on screen and the actors
were effectively drenched from head to
foot while having to sing a cheery. So
cold was the weather that the water very
quickly turned to ice in their hair.

The first attack was somewhat
primitive compared to what Baker would
unleash later on in the film. The werewolf
puppet was placed on a wheelbarrow
style contraption and was, to quote that
timeless ode, the Hokey Cokey, pushed
in, out, in, out and shaken all about as it
attacked Dunne.
Baker had warned Dunne that the
puppet head was a little fragile and told
him to go easy on it. Cue action, and
Dunne ripped the face off the puppet.
D’oh! Baker, wasn’t happy and says he
was tempted to replace the puppet’s
soft fangs with the hard ones. In the end
he didn’t, opting to go for Dunne full
throttle with the head instead. The blood
would have flowed freely if it wasn’t
winter and freezing which caused it to
form lumps instead.
They weren’t the only actors to suffer
from the cold: the scene with the young
couple on their way to a dinner party
was cut short due to the actress, Brenda
Cavendish, shivering uncontrollably.
The knowingly titled pub, The
Slaughtered Lamb, was a set in a studio
in London and populated with actors
who were in playing in theatres in the
West End – David “You made me miss!”
Schofield was playing The Elephant Man
although thankfully he arrived on set
without make up.
By now the film had relocated to
London and Jenny Agutter joined the
cast. Dunne had seen her in Nic Roeg’s
Walkabout and Naughton, who admits
to having had a bit of a crush on her
(frankly who can blame him) had gone
to see the National Theatre’s production
of Equus several times as she had a role
in it.
The hospital scenes were shot in order,
featuring Albert Moses as the Asian
hospital porter whom Landis found
hilarious and absolutely loved. These
scenes had little rehearsal, with Landis
content to let it just happen. What Dunne
noticed was that Landis would give the
actors notes without letting others in
the scene know, in an attempt to elicit
a genuine reaction in the take. It’s a
technique that Dunne would use himself
when he went on to direct later in his
career. The shoot became more arduous
for the male leads as Baker’s make up
was introduced. Perhaps the first hint
of this for Naughton was the ‘bed in
the woods’ scene. Here he had to wear
whole eye contact lenses. This was a new
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make-up process and a nightmare for the
actor. The lenses were made of glass, a
material not normally used for contact
lenses, and were extremely difficult and
time consuming to safely put in and take
out. As for Dunne, it all started earlier for
him in LA when he had the first stage of
his zombie make-up applied. Looking
at his decaying self in the mirror he
found himself getting very depressed
and unsettled. Landis, knowing that he
was having this first make up ‘fitting’,
rang up and cackled, ‘You depressed
yet?’ He went on to tell the actor to
deliver his lines in as upbeat a manner
as possible, to contrast with the physical
condition of his character. It’s due to this
gradual decay that Dunne now finds fans
shouting at him, ‘You ever tried talking to
a corpse? It’s boring!’ And getting called
a ‘walking meatloaf’ isn’t too far behind!
Dunne was no stranger to jokes
himself. At the time of filming the UK was
readying itself for the Royal Wedding
of Charles and Diana. When he was
out Dunne was often asked if he knew
anyone in London, to which he’d reply
that he had dated someone called Diana
Spencer years ago and had lost contact,
not knowing what she was up to now
and that he was going to get back in
touch and see if they could rekindle their
relationship!
Phase two of Dunne’s make up was
worse, although nothing compared to
what Naughton was about to undergo.
With a five-hour make up session ahead
of him he sat in Baker’s makeup chair
wearing a pair of headphones, and
listening to music to pass the time.
Fitted with rotting teeth which made it
difficult to enunciate - never ideal for an
actor - Dunne then had rubber pieces

attached to his face. The problem with
these pieces was that once attached
they needed to remain moist, because
as they began to dry out they would
constrict and pull on his skin - which
after 12 or more hours became both
painful and irritating. By the end of his
last day in that makeup, Dunne was so
uncomfortable he couldn’t wait for it
be removed, describing it as feeling like
‘being eaten alive by bugs’.
Before Naughton underwent his transformation to nocturnal beast he had at
least one sequence to look forward to –
his love scene with Jenny Agutter.
Agutter was no stranger to on
screen nudity having gone au naturel
in Walkabout, Equus and Logan’s Run,
but for Naughton it was his first time.
At that time showers were not the
norm in the UK – we seemed to prefer
sitting in a pool of our own dirty water
to wash ourselves, and so a working
shower set was built. The scene was shot
one afternoon and in took longer than
expected because of the UK’s dreadful
plumbing, which made the water
temperature veer from arctic freezing to
scalding hot. But let’s face it, there are
worse ways to spend an afternoon than
sharing a shower with a topless Jenny
Agutter, and Naughton noted that there
was an unusually high number of people
standing around on set that day, for no
apparent reason.
After the pleasure came the pain and
THAT scene which would have jaws
dropping in astonishment around the
world. A hint of what was to come was
suggested by the cat that hisses at
Naughton outside – an effect achieved
when the animal wrangler held up
another cat out of shot but in front of the

featured cat to get the desired reaction.
There were differences of opinion
about the look of the werewolf between
director and make up designer. Baker
wanted the traditional two-legged
version in homage to Lon Chaney’s
Wolfman, but Landis wanted a
quadruped. Baker had wanted to try and
do it all in one take but Landis thought it
just wouldn’t be so dramatic that way.
Back in L.A. in late 1980, Baker had
said to Naughton , “I feel sorry for you”
as a bowl of alginate was poured over
him to make the first mould. Over the
next two weeks this was done five
more times, but in fairness to Baker he
had already tried it on his assistants
beforehand. Body casts were taken of
Naughton in different positions too.
Dunne had also undergone the process
and discovered why Landis had asked
him if he was claustrophobic. At one
point his head was completely encased
in the mould and found himself worrying
that if Baker removed the straws stuffed
up his nostrils he’d suffocate.
The effects were to cost over
$300,000, a lot of money for the time,
and to prevent any waste Baker made
Landis storyboard the sequence so that
he only made what was needed. It was
also an insurance that if anyone turned
round and said, “Why haven’t we got
something for effect X?” he could refer
them to the storyboard. Having worked
on everything in LA, Baker and his team
set up their workshop in the well-to-do
leafy London Borough of Richmond.
Landis had also decided on having the
transformation take place in bright light,
so no shadows or dim lighting could be
used to hide anything.
The transformation scene lasts only a

Above:
David
Naughton and
some images
from the film’s
shocking Nazi
zombies dream
sequence
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Above and
right:
Rick Baker’s
groundbreaking werewolf
transformation
effects have
never been
bettered, even
in the modern
age of CGI

couple of minutes onscreen, but it took 6
days to film, even though there were very
few takes because each effect worked
pretty much first time. The various stages
of makeup required ten hours to apply
and three hours to remove – for about
ten minutes of shooting on set.
There were days when Baker found
himself trapped underneath the floor
of the set as the werewolf’s body was
attached and blended to his upper body
by spraying cold glue on his chest and
applying layers of hair. The British crew,
somewhat in contrast to US crews, were
as supportive as you might expect, telling
Naughton not to complain as they had
worked on David Lynch’s The Elephant
Man and that John Hurt had had to wear
that makeup every day.
Many of the effects were actually quite
simple in design, but the actual materials
used were pushed to their limit. Foam
latex was not elastic enough and Baker
used a resin mixed to a weaker balance
which made it more plasticised but
would ultimately disintegrate into goo.
This allowed many of the stretch effects,
with hands, feet and most remarkably
the profile of the head elongating into a
snout. Like so many of the best effects
these were achieved by the simplest of
methods, namely syringe-like plungers.
As one plunger was pressed down the
other plunger would be forced out and
stretch the hand or foot it was concealed
in. It took months to experiment with,
but ultimately on the day it nearly always
worked on the first take.
As for the increasingly hairy look of
the monster, this was achieved by Baker
pulling the hair back through a piece
of rubber. When projected in reverse, it
made it look like it was growing. Equally,
rather than build up the chest hair as
the sequence progressed, it was easier
to shoot out of order and the chest hair
was reduced down simply by trimming it
back. The payoff to the whole sequence
was to be Naughton’s head extending
into the wolf’s snout, and the first
intention was for the head to be shaking
back and forth as it did so.
The problem with this was that you
didn’t see the effect properly, hence the
static profile shot. This was to be a model
head and Baker knew right from the
start that he would have trouble making
the model’s eyes look as convincing
as Naughton’s were. The problem was
overcome by having the model changeo-head’s eyes clenched shut, which could
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be justified by the agony of the transformation. Landis had his werewolf and was
delighted with what had been achieved.
He ended up showing much more of the
werewolf than in retrospect he wished
he’d had.
Probably the most that is seen of
the creature is in the underground
scene looking down the escalator as it
approaches a luckless commuter. Shot
after hours in Tottenham Court Road
tube, the scene would be one of several
to feature Landis’ signature mock movie,
See You Next Wednesday, although
posters for Airplane! and Life of Brian can
also be seen.
After the horror of Naughton’s
carnivorous lunar activities Landis returns
to comedy as Naughton wakes up naked
in the wolf cage in London Zoo, causing
him considerable alarm when one of
them starts sniffing at his family jewels.
As far as Naughton was concerned it was
a one-take scene. Shooting early in the
morning between 6am and ending at
9am they found themselves overrunning
and were still shooting with a naked
Naughton when the zoo opened. Those
people in the back of some shots are not
extras! And that fur clad pensioner who
Naughton bumps into was never told
he’d be naked. To give her credit, she
never once looks down.
The crew got a chance to appear in
the film too, with Dennis Fraser, the
dolly grip, as the man in the cap in the
bus queue giving Naughton a less than
impressed look.
The scene with the Nazi zombies
was not particularly comfortable for
Naughton, who for reasons never really
known has a real knife held to his throat

as he watches the carnage in the house.
What made Naughton’s predicament
worse was that the actor wearing the
zombie Nazi mask couldn’t see out of
it properly so in that close up of his
terrified face he found that very little
acting was needed.
The dream within a dream sequence
worked brilliantly. Naughton recalled
watching it with an audience in New
York’s Times Square, and they jumped
out of their seats in unison though for
some the shocks and mix of humour and
horror was too much and walked out.
For Naughton the film took its toll
and he found himself having the most
disturbing of nightmares. Landis with
typical levity just kept quoting one of
John Woodvine’s lines from the film at
him, “Please remain sane. At least until
you’re no longer our responsibility.”
With filming coming towards an
end it was only the climactic Piccadilly
Circus porn cinema scene left to do. By
now Dunne’s character had so badly
decomposed that Baker found it difficult
to do make up for him as. The basis of
any make up is to build it up, and taking
away was difficult – this was before CGI
could make it possible, a la Harvey Dent
in The Dark Knight and Schwarzeneneggar in T3. So Baker built a puppet and
Dunne found himself crouched behind a
black curtain in the shot with a monitor
for reference, operating its mouth whilst
delivering the lines.
With Naughton’s final transformation complete it left only his rampage
through London’s Piccadilly Circus, an
incredibly busy junction in the heart of
London’s West End. Landis’ problem
was caused by the late Michael Winner.

The Making of An American Werewolf In London

In 1966 he’d been shooting his film The
Jokers, involving a plot to steal the
Crown Jewels, where a bomb was set off
in Piccadilly Circus. At the time there was
no film unit in London to deal with film
permits, relying more on the discretion
of the local bobby on the beat. Winner
had got his crew to put a smoke bomb in
a taxi to drive around Eros, causing utter
bedlam and consequently putting an end
to any other production filming there.
It was a fact that was reinforced
by every production manager he
interviewed, all telling Landis that he’d
never get permission, until the greatly
experienced and unflappable Joyce
Herlihy calmly told him she’d find a way.
It got her hired and she was true to
her word. Liaising with Chicago police
she managed to broker a deal with
officers in the Met, persuading them of
how organised Landis’s production of
The Blues Brothers had been in safely
orchestrating high speed multiple vehicle
pile ups. For the first time in 14 years
filming permission was granted.
Piccadilly Circus was shut down
for only a couple of minutes at a time
to facilitate the stunts, with the crew
standing by to quickly clear up the
mess as soon as “Cut!” was shouted. A
duplicate set of the area was also built at
Twickenham studios. Landis himself had
performed some stunts very early on in
his career and, goaded on by the stunt
team who he’d worked with previously,
ended up performing a blink-and-you’llmiss-it cameo getting hit by a car and
thrown through a plate glass window.
The stunt crew stood by and watched,
holding up bits of card with their marks
out of 10 after Landis had performed the
stunt. Baker’s next problem was the how
to get the wolf itself to prowl around
central London. The design which had
been based on his own pet dog, Bosco,
was tried out on a real dog wearing the
suit. It just didn’t work. So once again
using the simplest but most effective of
solutions they placed a trained dancer on
a wheelbarrow in the werewolf costume
and pushed it around whilst the dancer

operated the front legs to make it look as
though it was on the prowl.
The carefully orchestrated sequence
featured a number of stunt men who
were to go on to bigger things, notably
Rocky Taylor and also Vic Armstrong,
who drives the bus. Very soon afterwards
he went onto become Harrison Ford’s
stunt double in the Indiana Jones
films before becoming the go to stunt
co-ordinator for such micro budgeted
films as Mission Impossible 3, Last Action
Hero and the Pierce Brosnan Bonds.
With the sequence cutting
imperceptibly between the location
and the studio set the film was almost
complete. All they need to do now
was kill the werewolf. It was here that
Naughton and Dunne kept telling
Landis that armed police units were
not routinely issued with silver bullets
to combat stray werewolves in central
London, and that the beast would
survive.
Landis’ answer to this was that as far
as he was concerned there would be no
sequel. There would be no mourning, it
was over. The Kelsey boy was dead and
Landis, not wanting it to be a downbeat
ending, stuck to the adage that if the
end music is upbeat then the audience
will be too. Hence he’s shot, cue Jenny
with tears, and roll the credits and The
Marcels’ doo wop version of Blue Moon.
They had scoured record companies
for moon-related classic tracks but had
trouble getting the obvious one, Warren
Zevon’s Werewolf of London, and Cat
Stevens and Bob Dylan had point blank
refused permission for their respective
recordings of Moonshadow and Blue
Moon on religious grounds.
By the end of March 1981 the film was
finished. Guber and Peters went to see
Landis’ cut of the film and were taken
aback by the violence. They gave him a
set of notes. Landis asked for ten days to
sort it all out and showed them the film
again. This time they were happy and so
was Landis, who had made no cuts to
the film whatsoever
Bizarrely for a horror film, the MPAA

were more concerned about the
nudity than anything else, although the
sequence where the three homeless
guys become a late night snack was self
censored by Landis. In the original cut of
the scene, one of the males effectively
has his head and shoulders ripped off
whilst the rest of the body is dropped
back into shot. When Landis watched
it with the preview audience he found
them so shocked by the scene that that
was all they talked about for the next few
minutes while the film played on.
Despite all the bloodletting, the
one scene which the MPAA did take
exception to was where Dunne in his
first stage of decay chats with Naughton
in Agutter’s flat. Here he munches on a
piece of toast only for it to fall through
a hole in his jaw. The scene was snipped
out. Its first preview was sold to the
audience as the new comedy from
John Landis, so when an audience with
Animal House and The Blues Brothers
still fresh in their mind saw the first scene
of savagery, almost half of them left. By
the end, the audience of a thousand had
dwindled to less than a tenth of that.
Unperturbed, Landis took matters into
his own hands, warning everyone at the
second preview that the film contained
scenes of nudity and violence. This time
they loved it.
Four months after filming had finished,
it opened to mixed reviews, with the
main criticism being, Is it a horror or
is it a comedy? Ironically it was to be
the template to which all future horror
comedies would refer. But much like The
Shawshank Redemption years later it
acquired a huge following on video and
easily recouped its costs.
If nothing else, it changed the public
view of make up. Baker and his team of
eight had made jaws drop in the transformation, especially at the American
Academy of Motion pictures, who for the
first time introduced an Oscar category
for Best make up, which Baker won. He
seems to have made the award his own,
winning it seven times since its inception.
Today, as ever with nearly every
notable horror film, the spectre of the
inevitable remake has raised it head. In
Hollywood, brand recognition is very
expensive to acquire and AAWIL has
it in bucket loads. Landis has gone on
record as having no problem with it
and has now optioned the rights to Bob
Weinstein.
It’s a win/win situation as far as Landis
is concerned, “If it sucks I look like a
genius. If it’s a success I make more
money!”
Whether a remake happens remains
to be seen, but to this day Landis is
insistent that it is first and foremost a
horror film, setting a template for all
that would attempt to follow in its wake
(though not always successfully). This
of course includes Landis’ own attempts
to revisit the genre with vampires in
Innocent Blood and bodysnatching in
Burke and Hare.

Left:
Griffin
Dunne as the
zombified
victim of a
werewolf
attack who
can’t die until
his wolfman pal
bites the silver
bullet
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The latest genre-related DVD and
Blu-ray releases reviewed by the
redoubtable James Kloda

L ibrar y

DR. WHO AND THE DALEKS/DALEKS’ INVASION EARTH 2150 AD
(1965/1966) DVD/BLU-RAY
Out Now. StudioCanal. Certificate: U.
“Obey motorised dustbins?!? We’ll see about that!” Neatly summing
up the humble Dalek, it is quite incredible how these croaky dodgems
with plunger proboscises and whisks for weapons captured the
popular imagination. Not to be outdone by Hammer, who had moved
to producing family fantasy films, Amicus brought Terry Nation’s
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science-fiction to the big screen, crucially painting the hitherto
monochrome exterminators in glorious Technicolor, at the same time
softening their metallic misanthropy. Dr. Who, as played genially by
Peter Cushing, is no longer an existential timelord, but an eccentric
grandfather to plucky know-it-all Susan (Roberta Tovey).
In Dr. Who and The Daleks, bonehead Ian (Roy Castle) manages to
inadvertently fall onto the TARDIS controls, sending them across time
and space to an unexpected destination. In this case, it is a barren
planet ravaged by nuclear war instigated by the Daleks, who inhabit
a futuristic city whilst their sworn enemy du jour, the peace-loving
Thals, roam hungry in the petrified forest outside. There is plenty of
mild adventure hokum as the goodies traverse a Deadly Swamp that
isn’t and negotiate a mild scramble masquerading as arduous climb
to trounce the staccato-voiced villains (there are fewer things more
dramatically inert than inter-Dalek conversation). Add to this some
clumsy slapstick courtesy of Castle and you have an enjoyable, if
toothless, romp. But it is the kitsch value that really makes this worth
a revisit, the Dalek HQ peppered with lava lamps and oversized Lego
blocks, and the kaftan-wearing Thals: free from body hair with swaths
of blue eye-shadow contrasting their blonde wigs, they are an effete
race of Aryan Pan’s People.
Daleks’ Invasion Earth 2150 AD is altogether a less satisfying
affair. Bernard Cribbins replaces Castle as the party clown as they
are transported to a future London under attack. This time, the
freewheeling dodgems are planning to extract the metallic core of our
planet and pilot it as their conquered spaceship. Despite an impressive
vision of the ruined city hearkening back to the Blitz, the film settles
for a far more televisual style replete with intrusive, theme-heavy
soundtrack: there is none of the strongly-coloured phantasmagoria of the petrified jungle, and little ambitious composition of the
Techniscope frame so striking in the earlier feature.
This big screen double bill may have sanitised both the doctor and
his iconic foe, but it broadened cult reputation. It wasn’t long before
most of the nation were in thrall to the motorised dustbin.
Extras: Dalekmania!, Marcus Hearn’s thorough hour long
documentary about the films and Dalek legacy (you get to hear them
in different languages!) that is leavened by actor Barry Ingham’s
good-natured derision at the supreme camp of his Thal character;
Excellent featurettes on the restoration; Poorly recorded interviews
with Gareth Owen, author of The Shepperton Studio, and Cribbins,
who struggles to remember his experiences; Dr. Who and The Daleks
commentary with Tovey and actress Jennie Linden, which adds little on
top of the documentary. JK.
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RABIES (2011) DVD
Out Now. Soda Pictures. Certificate: 15.
The act that begins the spiral of violence in Rabies
is one of brother and sister, Ofer and Tali, running
away from home. Seeking refuge in a remote nature
reserve, the girl manages to fall into a deep trap
maintained by a psychotic killer. Unable to get
her out, Ofer wonders whether this is punishment
for their disobedience and attempts to find help.
Throwing himself in front of a car containing four
yuppie friends on their way to play tennis, Ofer
enlists the assistance of the two lads to get his
sister: the girls call the police and wait patiently
by the car. But the officers who turn up are a
washed-up wreck about to be left by his wife, and
a leering bully who sees the situation as an attempt
to exert his authority. Also stumbling into the fray is
a hunter who rescues Tali after firing a tranquiliser
dart into her captor: with its cast of precarious
characters roaming the woods in search of a way
out of this unexpected nightmare, bear snares and
landmines become the least of their worries as
unspoken tensions and mistaken suspicion threaten
to explode.
Billed as the first Israeli horror, Rabies is an
original variant on the slasher film, predominantly
because the boiler-suited monster spends most
of the running time unconscious: he did not even
directly instigate the chain of deadly events, Tali
having fallen into the hole of her own accord after
rebelling against the status quo represented by
her parents. For a country embroiled in continual
conflict, it is hardly surprising that a distressing
incident should pick up a virulent momentum of its
own, violence begetting further cruelty in a wild,
lawless no-man’s land. Shot entirely in natural light
to fully expose the flaws of their spoiled characters,
debuting directors Navot Papushado and Aharon
Keshales have crafted a bleak portrait of a nation
tearing itself apart. As the trials and tribulations
of the various parties continue to fall in tragic
domino effect, it is when the ‘slasher’ wakes that
the real irony hits home: despite being the one who
supposedly gets off on killing, he has been denied
a piece of the action, perversely becoming a sort of
victim. As he tries to thumb a ride at unconcerned
cars, he can only mutter, “Country full of shits.”
Extras: FrightFest interview with the directors
that could have been more probing; Israeli
making-of that contextualises the actors and
location; Detailed, analytic commentary, if a little
patronising, which belies Keshales’s background as
a film critic. JK.

POSSESSION (1981) BLU-RAY
Out: 29th July Second Sight. Certificate: 18.
Divorce is typically a messy affair. Ever since Kramer Vs. Kramer the subject has
developed its own cinematic shorthand: marital separation is riddled with pain
(screaming matches, territorial battles, occasional bouts of depression), but there is
usually hope at the end of the long, difficult tunnel. In Possession, Andrzej Zulawski’s
masterpiece of abject, abstract horror, it is utterly monstrous. And pitiless.
Mark (Sam Neill) returns to West Berlin only to find his wife Anna (Isabelle Adjani)
ready to leave him and their 10 year-old son Bob for reasons that remain unspecified.
Discovering that she has a lover, the wildly camp Heinrich (Heinz Bennent, a lunatic
performance reminiscent of Klaus Kinski), the wronged husband goes to confront his rival
only to find that she has seemingly left him too. Hiring a pair of private dicks to follow
her, Mark traces Anna to a vast, rundown apartment on the other side of the wall, and
realises he is being cuckolded by something far more sinister than a new-age crackpot…
Made whilst its creator was in the midst of his own messy divorce, the film itself is
split down the middle, equal parts cruel, personal suffering and surreal, violent dread.
The first half depicts one of the most distressing and violent accounts of the collapse
of a marriage committed to celluloid. Mark undergoes public tantrums, frenziedly
smashing and trashing a café, and private breakdowns, becoming a palpitating,
drivelling invalid as he experiences acute withdrawal. And, almost thirty years before
the perceived extremities of Antichrist, both express their anguish through sudden
mutilation as overwrought spectacle for the other. But what still stings today is the
savagery with which Zulawski approaches these scenes, his wide-angle camera
dogging his protagonists’ every step, launching itself frenetically into their faces: two
bodies persistently violated by an unrelenting image, denied the sanctity of intimacy.
And, to add to the discomfort, the hysteria is played out in front of their young son,
frozen in the middle of his parents’ crusade for the other’s ego.
It is the second part of the film though that granted it a hallmark of controversy (it
was banned as a video nasty in the UK after a limited theatrical release) and repulsed,
perplexed and intrigued audiences in equal measure. For Anna transpires to be making
coitus with some shape-shifting fiend, most memorably incarnated as a writhing
cephalopod giving her tentacled orgasm (Zulawski apparently pitched the movie
to Paramount as “a film about a woman who fucks an octopus”). What the creature
represents is anyone’s guess: is it a manifestation of Anna’s troubled psyche, physical
communion with the mental illness that threatens to engulf her? Testimony to the
secret perversity that lurks behind the façade of every relationship, even those that
appear strongest? Or a literal embodiment of the vicious chaos that a divorce belches
up, growing stronger as acrimony builds? Whatever the interpretation, the monster,
obliquely designed by FX maestro Carlo Rambaldi (Deep Red, Alien), elicits a haunting
fascination that begs revisitation. Once the ‘thing’ has been introduced, Possession
spirals into a deranged vortex of malaise, murder, and mirage. Ironically, what pins
this madness together are the unhinged, yet totally committed, performances,
especially that of Isabelle Adjani, courageous and defiant as Anna teeters ever closer
to nihilism. Her ‘possession’ in a subway, whirling and screeching like an insane dervish
before leaking viscera, drained and raw, is horrifying. Feverishly divorced from sanity,
Possession is a truly devastating affair if you can go through with it.
Extras: This Blu-Ray package builds considerably on the DVD premiere from a few
years ago. Two commentaries: Zulawski’s is rigorous, philosophical and full of enfant
terrible opinion; co-writer Frederic Tuten is both exploratory regarding the ideas
in the script and modest about his
contributions. Anecdotal interview with
the director who still harbours anger
at the mistakes of his collaborators.
Documentary The Other Side Of The
Wall, which neatly contextualises the
political dimensions of the film. Interview
with composer Andrzej Korzynski,
most engaging when discussing his
experimental recording techniques;
Featurette on the poster art of Basha,
who created Possession’s erotically
serpentine graphic art; Fascinating,
often hilarious, comparison between
the director’s cut and the heavily
tampered-with original US release, with
its dubbed demonic voices and cheap
psychedelic opticals, enough of a batshit
highlight to warrant inclusion of the
full version. Vivid transfer captures the
nauseous claustrophobia of the cinematography. If you’re going to divorce
yourself from your hard-earned, look no
further. JK.
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THE LAST STAND
(2013) DVD/
BLU-RAY
Out Now.
LionsGate.
Certificate: 15.
There’s a moment
in The Last Stand
when Arnie races
across the high
street dodging
a hail of bullets
to crash through
the window of
a diner: when
the patrons ask
how he’s feeling,
the Governator
picks himself up
and sighs, “Old.”
Coming up to 64
years of age, the
last action hero
has every right
to feel creaky.
However, as
evidenced by this
equally old-school
actioner, he ain’t
gonna give up
without a fight.
Schwarzenegger plays Ray Owens, an ex-LAPD hotshot who has
retired to play Sheriff in a sleepy Arizona border town. Crime is at an
all-time low with drunk-and-disorderly and parking-in-the-fire-zone
being the two main offences. That is until Mexican warlord Gabriel
Cortez (Eduardo Noriega) is sprung in a daring raid as he’s transferred
to Death Row, and plans to cross the frontier on Owens’s watch.
Making his English-language debut, Korean director Kim Ji-woon
(The Good, The Bad & The Weird) has delivered another high-octane,
genre-flipping riot, this time adding demented arsenal to the American,
as opposed to Spaghetti, Western. Once the escape plan hits second
gear with giant magnets, armoured snow-ploughs and petrol-heady
car chases deployed to elude the FBI, one cannot wait for Arnie to get
involved and shut this hi-tech criminal operation down.
And the Austrian Oak, aided by a gutsy band including the
irrepressible Luis Guzmán and a gurning Johnny Knoxville, does not
disappoint, blasting the bad dudes away with machine gun, fisticuffs
and sheer determination before racing Cortez to final showdown.
Ji-woon adopts a fittingly muscular style, his camera viscerally
ploughing through the furze as Owens and Cortez bash bonnets
through a cornfield, and keeps proceedings jaunty with idiosyncratic
humour: a goon’s ammo belt goes off like firecrackers prior to
combustion, his severed arm landing on Guzmán and rousing him
from unconsciousness. Providing Arnold with his first lead role since
Terminator III: Rise Of The Machines, The Last Stand is unadulterated
escapism. He may feel old, but he’s still got what it takes.
Extras: Decent enough making-of, where, off-set, Arnie’s beginning
to look his age; Scene breakdown of the cornfield chase showcasing
the production’s dynamic approach; Featurette on Knoxville’s armoury,
Ji-woon expressing bemusement at the gun-nut character; Redundant
‘actor-cam’ diary feeding the Knoxville personality cult; Deleted and
extended scenes. JK.
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YOU’RE HUMAN
LIKE THE REST OF
THEM: THE FILMS
OF B. S. JOHNSON
(1967-1974) DUAL
FORMAT
Out Now. BFI
Flipside. Certificate:
12
B. S. Johnson is best
known as a writer of
experimental novels:
his 1969 work The
Unfortunates was
published in a box
with no binding and
only two chapters
marked as first and
last, the reader free
to assemble the
remainder. But he
also made a number
of anarchic films, daring in form and subversive in content. The
collection here ranges from abstract meditations on growing
old (Paradigm, with its nonsense language and ear-splitting
electronic whine) to surreal harangues against orthodoxy (You’re
Human Like The Rest Of Them), via cheeky Leftist slices of
agitprop (Unfair! featuring Bill Owen as an insolent striker). The
highlight though is Fat Man On A Beach, an eccentric, suggestive
trawl through Johnson’s free-wheeling observations. It involves
bananas and dead sheep. For anyone interested in unusual,
distinctive cinema, this set is a treat. Not to be confused with
The Films Of Boris Johnson, which would probably also involve
bananas and dead sheep. JK.
DEVILS OF WAR
(2013) DVD
Out Now.
Signature
Entertainment.
Certificate: 15.
Demonic-zombie
Nazi films have
become as
ubiquitous these
days as YouTube
Downfall parodies,
yet somehow less
novel.
Devils Of War
concerns an
ambitious
sex-kitten named
Solvig von Bosch
who, with the
help of a black
magician, needs
the blood of
virgins to create
an unholy army of
storm-troopers.
A crack American platoon led by an ex-preacher are tasked
to take out these occult experiments. This CG bullet-heavy,
demon-lite escapade is at least rarely dull, throwing everything
but the cast of ‘Allo ‘Allo into the melee: SS lesbianism, swastikadecked S & M dungeons, shouty exorcisms and martial arts,
courtesy of the soldier known as Black Hercules and his trusty
katana blade. There are maidens who beg to be deflowered so
as not to fall prey to Bosch’s dodgy doings. And yet it is all so
perfunctory, the frequent boobs and bazookas exhausting the
short running time. One day there will be a Downfall parody of
Hitler raging against Nazi zombie movies. Sooner rather than
later. JK.
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CAPTURED (1959)
DUAL FORMAT
Out Now.
BFI Flipside.
Certificate: 15.
The label ‘torture
porn’ has become as
commonplace as Eli
Roth being unable to
make a good movie.
However the term has
lazily been adopted to
describe exploitative
depictions of
suffering, this British
film, commissioned
by the War Office, is
the exact opposite,
sombrely detailing
interrogation
techniques in a North
Korean POW camp.
The stark, desolate photography and gloomily claustrophobic interiors
conspire to make Captured a difficult watch, as the means to extract
information (brainwashing, solitary confinement, sleep deprivation)
escalate to full-blown torture: an extended sequence of water-boarding
in close-up, the sodden towel sighing like a desperate diaphragm
fighting for breath, is shockingly real. So much so in fact, that the final
result was branded as ‘Restricted’, effectively banned under official
secrecy, possibly because the dramatization was so acute that it
might less be used to learn resistance against these techniques than
appropriate them: it also scuppered the career of its talented maker
John Krish, who intended to brandish it as a calling card for feature film
projects.
Also included on the disc are two of Krish’s public safety ‘fillers’
that land their message like a punch in the gut, and The Finishing Line,
an inflammatory, horrific fantasy made for the British Railway Board,
where the director imagines a death-defying school sports day played
out on train tracks. John Krish knows how to make a devastating
impact: Eli Roth could learn a lot from him. JK.
NO TELL MOTEL (2012)
DVD
Out Now.
4 Digital Media.
Certificate: 18.
As with any title
featuring the word
‘motel’, there are
skeletons invariably
hidden in a closet. This
one, originally named
Round The Bend just in
case one had forgotten
that dilapidated
American motels usually
have insanity imbedded
in their history, comes to
have quite a few after a
group of suspect teens
crash their RV nearby
and are forced to hole
up for the night. Each
one has an ulterior
problem they have yet
to share: self-harm, drug addiction, pregnancy, date rape. That’s not so
much a closet, more a walk-in wardrobe. For being such lying tinkers,
the inevitable pasty-faced dead child engineers situations whereby
each guest is killed by their secret as they try and beg unearthly
confidence to find out what tragic goings-on occurred there and how
to lay the spirits to rest. Honesty really is the best policy with these
type of things: No Tell Motel is painstakingly unoriginal, pseudo-moralistic trash. JK.

SPIRIT HUNTERS (2011) DVD
Out Now.
OMG! Media.
Certificate: 15.
As with any film that starts
with a false beginning, all is
not what it seems in Spirit
Hunters. An unknown life-form
has been detected on a space
station, much to the panic of its
captain. CUT! It’s only a movie.
Cameraman Morgan and his
sound-recordist buddy Cricket
move on to their next gig- a
reality show investigating a
haunted house. But on their first
venture into the jaded property,
things go double bump in the
night as one of the presenters is flung out of an upstairs window.
CUT! But no, director DJ demands the cameras keep rolling. And
then Morgan finds evidence of foul play! The remaining party at
the mercy of murderous hoaxers desperate to be the next Derek
Acorah, a by-the-numbers chase scene seems to trundle on for
ever. Despite a good turn from Doug Jones as a mild-mannered
parapsychologist, channelling Roddy McDowell, and a jokey cameo
from Robert Picardo, you’ll be begging the filmmakers to shout
“CUT!” long before the final twist. JK.
KNIGHT OF
THE DEAD
(2013) DVD
Out Now.
Signature
Entertainment.
Certificate: 15.
Knight Of The
Dead attempts
to put the ‘evil’
into medieval
like Sam Raimi
before it: as
it is, it can’t
even muster an
‘eew’ into its
feudal turmoil.
On the run
from grizzled
brigands, a
troupe of
warriors plus
lucky priest, for
he has found
a beaker that
may be the
Holy Grail, are
forced to flee
into a gloomy canyon of blasted rock. This unholy place turns out
to be where the sufferers of the Black Plague have been carted to,
side effects of which now include living death, as if hot flushes and
leaking pustules weren’t enough. Once inside they chance upon a
lass with cracking breasts, albeit not of the pox-ridden kind, but
eligible-for-gratuitously-pointless sex scene, who will help them
battle through zombie hordes to escape their pot-bellied pursuers.
There is battle aplenty, as repetitive as an alarm-clock snooze
function. Tons of CG blood, beheading and bisection, looking as
if an Etch-A-Sketch was used in post-production. And sincere
earnestness turning in its grave delivery, each actor’s armour visibly
rusting in the time it takes them to pronounce…portentously…
facile…dialogue. Despite utilising some impressively primitive,
weather-beaten locations in Snowdonia, Knight Of The Dead is an
unenlightened experience amidst the current dark age of cheap
zombie knock-offs.
Extras: None. JK.
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Interview

Scream Queen
Suzanna Love was
the most fetching face
of the slasher classic
The Bogeyman and its
splatter-packed sequel.
Calum Waddell sits down
with her for a revealing
conversation…

IN THE NAME
OF LOVE

A

lthough some fear
fans may only
know Ulli Lommel
for his recent slew
of ultra-low budget, shot-on-video horror
flicks the fact remains that the one-time
Fassbinder protégé began his career firmly
rooted in the arthouse. Indeed, following
1973’s classic Tenderness of Wolves, Lommel
would eventually flee to the United States
and hook up with Andy Warhol – resulting
in 1979’s quirky Cocaine Cowboys and
1980’s iconic punk rock mockumentary
Blank Generation. Both of these movies also
introduced cult cinema buffs to the alluring
brunette Suzanna Love, a Dupont heiress who
had previously landed a small part in Milos
Foreman’s underrated screen adaptation of
the hit musical Hair (1979). Following this
the beautiful Love would marry Lommel
and remain with the German-born director
throughout most of the following decade and
into his most commercially visible phase –
which began with 1980’s sleeper horror hit The
Bogeyman.
Following this Lommel and Love paid
homage to Hitchcock with their little seen,
but nonetheless gripping little thriller Olivia
(1983) – a movie which required the actress
to appear in various states of undress (it was
unleashed by those notorious good taste
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merchants VIPCO in the UK under the more
exploitative moniker of Prozzie). In the same
year, Lommel and Love remained incredibly
prolific – producing the stylish witchcraft
fable The Devonsville Terror, the lavish Tony
Curtis vehicle Brainwaves and the somewhat
inevitable, and totally crap, Bogeyman II.
Love herself (who had also co-written The
Bogeyman and The Devonsville Terror) would
take on the script duties for 1984’s bizarre
musical Strangers in Paradise and complete
her final leading lady role in 1985’s Revenge
of the Stolen Stars. The result was disastrous,
with star Klaus Kinski running away with Love
and Lommel himself reporting stories of a
fiercely uncooperative actor (describing the
experience as “completely insane”).
Following Revenge of the Stolen Stars,
Lommel and Love would divorce with
absolutely nothing being heard from the
latter. Seemingly separated from the world
of filmmaking, the actress has never given
interviews or spoken about her days in the
spotlight. However, The Dark Side is proud to
be able to deliver this lengthy chinwag with the
fine femme, who enthusiastically remembered
her days in front of the camera from her house
in Maine, Massachusetts, where she states that
she is now settled with a 20-year-old daughter.
I guess you can begin by telling me why

you gave up acting. We haven’t seen
you in anything for close to two decades
now…
It just wasn’t a big passion in my life (laughs).
Of course I was making movies with Ulli and I
liked Ulli – that was the thing. However, I did
go to acting school and I had a lot of training
behind me before I began in films. I even went
to my neighbourhood playhouse when I was
younger, although that was mainly because I
heard people had nervous breakdowns there
and I thought ‘Oh, that must be a good thing
to test yourself against (laughs).’ I think that
I am more of an experimenter. My father told
me that when I was little I was crazy. I would
jump of cliffs into the quarry and I would
always be making these crazy experiments up
for myself – you know, like tests of endurance
and things.
How did you become involved with
acting?
I did some pageants in London as a kid and I
did a lot of theatre in high school. Then I went
to the McCarter Theatre which was a repertory
company when I was still in high school but
I didn’t like stage actors. I thought they were
dreary, but I did that because I was asked to
do it. So I did that and then I went to acting
school and at that point I was sure I wanted
to perform. I soaked up a lot from the people
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the time. I even remember telling him, ‘If you
speak French then I can keep up with you but
I do not know any Spanish.’ So, of course, he
explained he was German and then we went
out and I finally agreed to marry him so that
he could get his green card. But get this, I
actually said ‘I will do this if you promise to
be nice to me’ and he said ‘oh never mind’
(laughs). Can you believe that?
How did you react?
I said ‘well that is my offer.’ At that time he
was checking out Helen Shaver too because
he had been going out with her in Canada. But
then we got married anyway.
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around me – and that is what happened with
Ulli, I began to share his enthusiasm. Plus,
I loved these two films that he had made –
Tenderness of Wolves and Adolf and Marlene.
And of course you ended up marrying
him…
Yeah, although when he asked me to get
married to him I was like ‘oh yeah? Really?’
I was a bit sceptical. I actually tried to get out
of the cab on the way to way to the wedding
(laughs). I had such a hangover that morning
and I thought, ‘this is not a good condition
to be in to make decisions like this!’ But my
mother wouldn’t let me out of the cab. I was
so hung-over and then my sister showed up
as a surprise because I didn’t tell anyone. I
honestly didn’t think the wedding was even
going to happen.
When you got married had you both
began to work together?
Yes, we were in the middle of making
Blank Generation when we got married. So
everything was kind of crazy but I had already
done Hair by then.
Right, and you appear only briefly
in Hair. What are your memories of
making that movie?
I liked making Hair but I didn’t like Milos
Foreman.
Why not?
Because he was mean! He was hitting on
people all the time, although it turned out that
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he was going out with Beverly D’Angelo. Now
that is fine - directors do that all the time, but
as the child of a wannabe socialist I didn’t like
all of this money which was being spent on
the set. It was as if he was a communist going
crazy. He had a lot of toys to play with on that
film. There were people running around doing
extra stuff for $60 a day, in summer clothes
in freezing weather and we had to put ice
cubes in our mouths so that you wouldn’t see
our breath because it was supposed to be the
summer. Other people were being paid just
$10. I was kind of disgusted by it all and, after
that, I preferred making stuff on a low budget.
How did you originally meet Ulli
Lommel?
I met Ulli when he was in New York looking
for people to star in Blank Generation, which
at the time still didn’t have a title. He had met
these two American financers in Canada at the
Montreal Film Festival and they said ‘don’t
make your next film in Canada, make it in
New York.’ So he had a casting call and I did
not know who was who or anything. Anyway,
I went in and dropped off my pictures and
Ulli called me three weeks later and said ‘do
you want to go out to dinner? I’m the director
who saw everyone at the casting call…’ Then it
turned out that I only got asked out to dinner
because Roger Deutsch, the producer of Blank
Generation – who was still very young at the
time – decided he wanted to date me. So I was
a little bit offended by that (laughs). But Roger
left early and I spent more time with Ulli. I
remember thinking that Ulli was Spanish at

Ulli admits he has always been quite a
ladies’ man…
Yeah, he was. He had been living with Anna
Karina for quite a while in Paris and she
showed up one day in New York. I remember
we saw her in a restaurant but by that time
she had taken up with someone else. However,
Ulli was still very uneasy with her being there.
She was a wild girl, very striking. That was the
Cahiers Du Cinema crowd, which Ulli was a
part of for a while.
Did you not do Cocaine Cowboys before
Blank Generation?
No, Blank Generation was definitely the
first. In that film we had Carole Bouquet and
Peter Beard started to hang around the set
because he wanted to take pictures of her or
something. Of course, Carole was very good
looking. Then, through Peter Beard, we met
this guy called Tom Sullivan who wanted to
make a movie with Ulli and he said, ‘we can
get a decent star and I will put up X amount.’
That became Cocaine Cowboys and our star
was Jack Palance. We went out to Montauk to
film Cocaine Cowboys because Andy Warhol
said that we could use his place to make the
movie.
Right, Andy was a good friend of Ulli’s…
Yes he was. Andy was in Blank Generation
and Cocaine Cowboys which was quite a
distinction because you will notice that he is
never in anyone else’s pictures but his own.
Did you like Andy Warhol?
Yes, I did like Andy Warhol. He was very cool
and very odd. Paris Hilton reminds me a lot of
him. She has that kind of slow way of moving

Suzanna Love

Eve Sedgwick, who it turns out was actually
a cousin of mine. They kept telling me ‘you
should dye your hair white.’ I said ‘no because
then I will have to start worrying about my
eyebrows.’ They said ‘no leave it short and
make yourself look like Andy Warhol.’ I
said ‘why?’ because I didn’t realize who Eve
Sedgwick was - I was just a little bit too young.
Even though I had been to happenings and
things, because my parents were terminally
hip, it was only later that I realized they were
trying hard to find another Eve. But they were
fantastic, a lot of fun. When I began to know
Ulli, I would see them again.

her head and saying ‘oh that’s hot.’ She is so
impassioned and that was how Andy Warhol
was. I thought it was quite a beautiful thing
(laughs). When I was back in acting school
I actually knew Rene Ricard and Gerard
Malanga, all these guys who would go on
to form the Factory. This was back in their
really wild days. I remember that they knew

You were part of the Studio 54 crowd.
Do you have any wild memories from
Studio 54 that we should know about?
I only have one actually. I had a fight with Ulli
in there and that was pretty wild (laughs).
We had been editing all day and here I was in
my LLD flannel shirt and my vest, my Adidas
and my jeans. Now you don’t go to Studio 54
like that, you go in your disco top. So Bianca
Jagger was after Ulli at the time and she went
upstairs with him. I was sitting at the bar and I
was crying because we had only been married
for about two months at that point. She was
at our wedding and she had apparently said
to Ulli, ‘you should leave with me instead.’ So

that made me very happy as you can guess
(laughs). On top of that he had disappeared
the night before our wedding with her too! He
was a little inconsiderate of my feelings - but
you had to accept all of this if you wanted to
make films with the Fassbinder group because
they were really mean to each other. Well
one night at Studio 54 Peter Beard found me
sitting there glumly at the bar and he said
‘where is Ulli?’ I told him I had no idea and he
said he would go and find him. Well Ulli was
coming down the stairs with Bianca Jagger.
I said ‘where have you been?’ I presumed
that they had been upstairs doing coke or
smooching or something. Well Bianca sat
between us and I got mad. I sounded off and
I said ‘I want to go home now.’ Ulli says ‘fine,
here are the keys.’ I said ‘if I take these keys
I am calling a lawyer on Monday morning.’
I remember that this was a Saturday night.
So he stood up and started hollering at me.
Then I got up, really pissed off, and punched
Bianca Jagger but I did it as if by mistake you
know? I elbowed her right in the face as I left
my seat. So he went off with Bianca and I went
back to the bar. Well Peter Beard comes back
over to get me and he says ‘come over and
speak to Ulli.’ Bianca says to me ‘Suzanna I
love you.’ I said I loved her too, all the while
wondering what she was talking about, and
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Peter was trying to get Ulli to come home with
me. Well Peter is dragging Ulli out of the door
and Bianca is dragging him from the other
side to get him to stay. This was at 6am in
the morning, with me shouting – I was just
‘meh, meh, meh, meh’ in the background - and
finally Peter prevailed…
How did you find Richard Hell when
you were making Blank Generation?
Oh I loved Richard Hell. I ran away with him
and didn’t tell Ulli. We had a horrific fight
one night and I took off. Roger Deutsch was
staying in my loft and he kept calling me to
find out what had happened. I remember I
was doing Hair at the time, Blank Generation
had still to go into production, and I had to be
uptown at 5am to get picked up by a limo and
be transported to Long Island. I remember
telling Roger ‘I don’t want Ulli back. I want to
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sleep.’ Richard told me that he was worried
because as soon as his agent got involved with
the deal they were setting up Ulli began to
change. I don’t think they had agents at the
time in Germany and Ulli now had to deal
with Richard’s agent jacking up his price.
Ulli was very into seducing people and he
convinced Richard to do Blank Generation
but Richard said ‘I have to speak with my
agent first.’ So Richard’s agent calls Ulli and
says ‘we want this and this and this’ and Ulli
got offended. Richard called me and said ‘do
you know anything about this?’ I didn’t but
I agreed to meet Richard. I called Ulli first
and said ‘look, do you love me or not?’ And
Ulli said ‘what is all of this talk about love?’
I said ‘that is fine, that is enough answer. I
am going out to get some groceries.’ It was a
very cold winter and I recall after I dropped
the groceries back at my apartment I went
off with Richard Hell for four days. I went to
CBGB and there was another club down on
the Bowery we used to frequent which I can’t
quite remember… we were doing a lot of junk
and I was enjoying myself. I was totally in
love, watching my beloved on stage – and I
never told Ulli any of this until later. We were
fighting one day during Blank Generation
and I told him then. He told me the reason he
wanted to marry me was because I had been
so Machiavellian in my attempt to punish
him and anyone who could think that way
he wanted to line up with. But I hadn’t been
thinking like that at all (laughs).
Were you still with Richard Hell during
the making of Blank Generation?
No, not when we were filming it. And Ulli was
very jealous. He was keeping a close eye on
things during the making of Blank Generation
(laughs). But old Carole Bouquet was trying
to tunnel under my village at that point. She
had been looking all over Paris for Ulli. He had
done a play of hers in Paris which is how they
knew each other. It was just wild. Everyone
was tunneling under everyone else’s village
back then. It was all drugs and booze and
not going to bed but I thought it was great. I

remember trying to give Carole some voice
coaching but she didn’t pay any attention to
me. She would even snipe at you sometimes
for trying to help her. You couldn’t understand
anything she said in the film but at least she
looked good. I couldn’t believe Ulli had chosen
her over me. I said ‘she has brown hair and I
have brown hair.’ He said ‘yes but she has blue
eyes.’ I said ‘so what?’ I just didn’t understand
filmmaking back then (laughs).
You mentioned there were a lot of
drugs back then. Did that ever frighten
you?
Oh no, I was already familiar with drugs by
then. When I was 23 I met a guy who I lived
with in London but we had been tripping on
LSD in the streets of Paris before that. I had
tripped with my father and brother in Cairo
and it was not very powerful so I took five
more tablets and then I took some amphetamines to bring it on faster (laughs). Then I
decided my stomach wouldn’t feel great so I
was carrying all of this aspirin around with
me. So I had an apartment with this guy who
was the son of the Earl of Plymouth, the third
richest man in the UK (laughs). Now he was
going out with the daughter of a doctor from
Richmond and we would go to her father’s
house and take out all of this morphine from
his medicine cabinet. My friend Tobe was
really bad at injecting it, he would stab into
my poor arm, but I got really good at it and, of
course, we had a really good source, of really
good quality. So for six months I was just
about the most enthusiastic junkie you would
ever meet.
Well I am glad that you pulled through
it okay!
Well this is what I say to people. I tell them,
‘why on earth would you worry about me
getting addicted to anything? I got over
an addiction to heroin!’ I mean I did have
withdrawals but I pulled through.
Did you get to meet many of the other
musical groups that were typical of the

Suzanna Love

Studio 54 period? I know, for example,
that Andy Warhol was very close with
Blondie…
Oh I loved Blondie. We had Blondie in a play
I was in. This was before I met Ulli. I think it
was called Magic Afternoon – it was a postwar
thing. It was fun and we used Blondie in it. I
used to see them in CBGB. I’d go there to do
slam-dancing and sit with Johnny Rotten.
The Ramones were there too, it was cool… I
was getting involved with the whole Factory
thing. I was on the fringes of the music scene.
I knew Michelle Philips from The Mamas and
the Papas too. It is funny because this friend
of mine was always trying to get me to speak
with Interview magazine and I said ‘that is
for people who have hit their peak already
and are on the way down. They only speak to
Interview to regain their profile.’ So I didn’t
do it (laughs). But I was young and full of life
back then.
After doing two arthouse movies, Blank
Generation and Cocaine Cowboys, did
you have any reservations about doing
a low budget, gory slasher movie with
The Bogeyman?
Not really, because there wasn’t too much
difference between The Bogeyman and
Cocaine Cowboys and Blank Generation
other than that Andy Warhol wasn’t involved.
With The Bogeyman I helped Ulli write the
script and we went and shot it at my aunt’s
farm down in Maryland. It was fun and I was
madly in love with Ulli after I married him.
I was a bit dubious about him at first but
being a good Catholic girl you are taught to
love your husband – as unlovable as he was
(laughs). Don’t get me wrong, as a person
I actually think he is adorable, he is just a
rascal. But I do remember taking him to task
for The Bogeyman. I said ‘I thought I was
marrying a genius and here we are making
exploitation films.’ But these horror films he
did were interesting and as they point out in
film archive books, this is the one genre that
has consistently made a profit. Whether it is
in fashion or not the genre has always made
money back. That guerilla type of filmmaking
is also a lot of fun, whether it is Ulli or Roger
Corman doing Little Shop of Horrors, you
know? The auteur type of filmmaking is much
more interesting than doing a big production,
although when you get with a master, and I do
think Milos Foreman is a master, you can get
carried away.
Is it true that you were personally
financing the likes of The Bogeyman
and Olivia?
Yes I was because they were low budget. The
hard cash that went out on The Bogeyman
was just $25,000 because Ulli is very
productive.
That must have been lower than the two
films he did with Andy Warhol, right?
Well when we were doing Cocaine Cowboys
there was $40,000. I remember that we had
this young actress on that film who had been
really inspired by Ulli. Ulli called it motipulation: motivate and manipulate. I said ‘with
far fewer words you make more sense than I
do and English isn’t even your first language!’

Well this young girl was pissed off because she
felt she should have been paid more – but this
was after we began filming. I said to her ‘you
agreed to work for this. You can’t backtrack
now.’ The same thing would happen in LA.
People would see us in this nice house after
The Bogeyman and they would be living in
something pokey. I would have to explain ‘we
rent this house. We have no ready money.
I am living off credit cards. We make films
from this house. This is where we have been
shooting and this is also the address of our
company.’ I mean, would you give money to a
company that kept changing address? It was
all part of the overheads of production. You
have to have a production facility and it has to
be available. That is one thing I always liked
about Ulli. He looks at things from a lot more
angles than other people. But people would
get so mad at Ulli because they thought he was
sly but he was not sly. Do you see Ulli reveling
in ill gotten gain? Of course not! When he has
money he might live in a nice house or buy a
car but the rest of his cash goes into making
his next film. He is not very good at marketing
but he is very clever at getting a deal set up.
He just wants to wear every hat and I think
that is why he is not better known. But I
think he is very talented – I just think he was
better off with Fassbinder’s crew because back
when he was doing stuff like Tenderness of
Wolves he was government funded, he had a
partner that he respected and there were no
apparent clashes of ego. If Ulli was directing
then Fassbinder would produce and act for
him and vice versa. I think it did both of them
an incredible amount of good. I think that
some people are talented in so many ways that
they need to be attached to an entity to obtain
visible success and I think that is one of Ulli’s
problems – he wants to do everything.
How did your brother, Nicholas Love,
get involved with playing the leading
man part in The Bogeyman?
He was going to go to the neighborhood
theatre group one summer, my father had
gone there and he loved it. So my father
suggested it to my brother because Nicholas
had gone through this unfortunate affair with
some young lady who was quite crazy, she
was a beautiful step cousin of ours. Well it so
happened that we were casting The Bogeyman
that summer and I said to Ulli that a lot of my
friends would love to work on a low budget
film just for the experience. And you know
what - he gave a lot of people the chance to
work on The Bogeyman. For example, a friend
of mine called Gillian Gordon was credited
as the executive producer on The Bogeyman
although she spentmost of her time getting
drunk and shacking up with this guy Howard
Grant… And even I don’t know what his
function was but he played the lover who gets
killed at the start of the movie. My mother
played Aunt Helen in the film and one of my
cousins was in it too, a girl called Lucinda
Ziesing – who was one of the young girls that
got killed. I will tell you another thing - Paul
Nitze, who was secretary of the navy and
undersecretary of defense, was also in The
Bogeyman. Of course he was a big cheese in
the government. Well there is a chapel scene
at the start of The Bogeyman with my Uncle

Paul and Aunt Phyllis and someone said when
we first showed it ‘my God! Is that Phyllis and
Paul in this schlock horror film?’ It was a lot
of fun though. I think my cousins were a little
bit offended because they thought we took
advantage of them, which we did in a way.
They got killed in quite nasty ways (laughs).
Were you pleased with how The
Bogeyman turned out?
Yeah, I liked it. I think it was a little over
the top with the kiss of death – where the
two teens get impaled together - but I guess
that’s the genre (laughs). I was pretty new
to the business at the time but horror films
did exaggerate stuff like that and I thought
the effects were amazing. And Ulli would
throw in exploitation aspects because this
was effectively still an art film. He did that in
all of the stuff we did together. In Olivia, for
example, there was me stabbing the guy which
was pretty gory and then in another movie we
did there was a death by electric toothbrush…
That was from the ill-fated The
Bogeyman II…
Oh yeah, of course - The Bogeyman II. Now
that movie was total exploitation and people
got really mad over what we did with that. One
guy said to us ‘this looks like a lot of flashbacks
with very little new film!’ Well yeah… But The
Bogeyman was good and it got Ulli a lot of
good reviews.
Did you see any of the millions that The
Bogeyman made?
No, we never saw big money from it. But Ulli
made a mistake as well. One company had
said that they would buy some of our films
for a flat rate of $180,000 and I had been
the guarantor on a bond for $100,000. But
Ulli said ‘oh that is not enough to give these
over to them completely and let them do the
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Paramount but I believe he didn’t want to
work for big companies because he wanted
to wear all of the hats – writer, producer,
director, editor – you know? I don’t think it
was a big issue but he tried to keep me out of
the negotiating picture.
Why was that?
Oh, just because he was afraid I would say
something. I am quite outspoken and I don’t
have a good sense of boundaries (laughs).
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marketing.’ He wanted to do things by region
and start by taking the movies to film festivals
and then going territory to territory. But Ulli
was using someone who was an alcoholic at
the time for his marketing and either he didn’t
know about this or pay attention to it and we
ended up in the hole for it. At least we would
have made $80,000 for selling the films we
had done – and then we could have put that
into another picture. That is what I mean
when I say he is not so good at the marketing.
The rumor is that Jerry Gross sunk the
money from The Bogeyman into his
flop Blood Beach, which might be why
you never saw a lot of cash from the
film. Did that bother you?
No, I didn’t really care, and I didn’t really
think about it either. Honestly - I have a really
hard time thinking about money other than
‘yippee I have some’ or ‘damn I don’t.’ But I
am very fortunate in that I have enough so
that I never have to work! Part of that comes
from buying my house in LA and selling it at
a very good profit and all of that is possible
because I got a lot of money from my family.
But they were not huge amounts. I think Ulli
might have thought there was more – but that
was only so we could make films. He is a rascal
but he is not a crook and he is only a rascal
because he wants to make something. He is a
bit like a sociopath (laughs).

me out for stuff but I thought ‘I don’t want to
work in the mainstream and I certainly don’t
want to be a nobody actress in one of those big
productions where you don’t get any money.’ I
wanted to make movies the way that Ulli did,
especially since I was a producer with him
and, in effect, participating in its success of
failure. I also thought I was too old. I didn’t
want to go and audition, it was not for me. I
was not hungry. I remember telling Ulli, ‘this
is a shark pool full of hungry sharks and I am
just not hungry.’ I had too exciting a life, and
too glamorous a life, I was hanging out with
heavy hitters in the government and the arts
and I had such a magical life that working in
movies and getting rich was never a major
goal for me. I am not such an expensive girl
anyway (laughs). I used to go to shrinks and
say ‘I have the best life of anyone I know but
I am not so sure that I am right the person to
do this. I am not appreciating it enough!’ But
there are no promises made. You come out of
the womb and just hope for the best (laughs).

After the success of The Bogeyman did
you never attempt to get an agent and
get mainstream film roles on the back
of that?
I would make some attempts. I would at least
start talking with managers and one guy sent

Is it true that after the success of Friday
the 13th Paramount asked Ulli if he
would sign with them to make a bigger
budgeted Bogeyman II but he turned
them down flat?
Yeah, I know there was some mention of
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Do you regret The Bogeyman II? As you
mentioned earlier, it is mainly made
up from flashbacks to the original film
with very little new footage…
No, The Bogeyman II was fun. It was like
student filmmaking – ‘let’s do this and let’s do
that.’ It was a lark as far as I was concerned.
I didn’t think the film as very good but it was
okay. It reminded me a bit of The Blair Witch
Project. That film seemed to be over before
it even started! I remember wondering when
something was going to happen. It was just
total exploitation. I think we made it in order
to raise money for Brainwaves. Ulli had some
deal going. We made some other films under
that deal – Six Stars to Sindanao and and
I.F.O, which was a total flop. A disaster…
You had to appear nude quite a lot in
Olivia. Did you have any reservations?
Yeah! I would start drinking vodka at 7am in
the morning! I liked vodka but I don’t drink it
anymore because I had hepatitis C, although I
got rid of it.
So you were clearly nervous?
I was – and I recall Ulli told me that I didn’t
look perky enough in this shower scene I had
to strip down for. They had also told me that
on Cocaine Cowboys when I had to do my
little striptease and it was such nice lighting
for that scene and those nice, naughty pine
walls (laughs). I looked good then. This was
back before I had grey hairs (sighs). I would
just lie in the sun back then and be grumpy
because Ulli had been horrible to me and often
very jealous.
It sounds like Olivia was quite a
challenging experience for you…
Like I said, I would drink vodka all day

long during that movie. Let me give you an
example - there is a scene in Olivia, where
I am in my hotel room with Robert Walker
Jr., and my acting was really good because I
was so focused. And do you know what I was
focused on? I was focused on not banging into
the bed as I was trying to walk in a straight
line (laughs). Ulli loved that scene. He said to
me ‘you were so good in that scene’ I replied
to him ‘yeah and really drunk.’ I found that
actors were prone to alcoholism and drugs
because they are doing so much stuff and
are a little bit too distractible. So if you have
something to fight against it makes you more
focused. My daughter has ADHD and posttraumatic stress and she would always listen
to music when she was doing her homework
because it helped her to focus. And I think
that is why actors get drunk or high or have
hangovers – it is a great thing to battle against
when you have to perform.
Any other memories of making Olivia?
We had a wrap party for Olivia and I drank
half a liter of vodka that night. So I was totally
drunk and I had to drive back from the party. I
was seeing double even when I closed one eye
(laughs). Well I saw the police up ahead and
I am thinking ‘I do not want to go too fast and
I do not want to go too slow.’ Thankfully they
were totally distracted because there had been
a random drive-by shooting and there were
corpses on the ground. It was a weird thing to
see when you were so out of it in the middle of
the night.
What do you think of Olivia today?
I think it is very good. There are bits which are
a little over the top and sketchy and it could
have been more rounded out but I always
thought it was a solid film.
Brainwaves had a great cast, headlined
by you, Tony Curtis, Keir Dullea and
Vera Miles. What can you tell me about
acting alongside such respected screen
veterans?
Well Tony Curtis was freebasing at the time,
which was popular. Richard Pryor had become
famous for doing that. He was such a talent,
so very funny and he burned himself up
doing that! That was what Tony did during
Brainwaves and he couldn’t remember his
lines or anything, everyone had to prompt him.
Keir Dullea was very proper and dedicated and
kind of a new age type – he was into yoga and
all of that stuff. We didn’t see too much of Vera
Miles. It was fun to have all of these people
but making films you do not act alongside
these people so much. Sometimes you do but
it is more like you deliver your piece because
of the way the camera has to move back and
forth so many times. It is so cut up and it takes
a real art to be a great film actor. I think that
Peter O Toole and Richard Burton, in that
scene in Becket, when the camera goes around
them and neither of them even blinks – they
were amazing. They were such incredible film
actors. Marlon Brando and Meryl Streep are
another two greats. I think Meryl and DeNiro
are the only two actors working today who are
in the same league as the technology available
because now movies are incredibly sophisticated.

What are your memories of shooting
The Devonsville Terror?
I thought that The Devonsville Terror was
okay. I got to work with Donald Pleasence on
that which was great. Like I said, we had a
five picture deal with someone… I just cannot
remember all of the movies that we made
under the terms of it… At the time everyone
was just setting things up for video, like The
Bogeyman II was done for video, but some of
the movies we made had a theatrical release. I
know Olivia did. I know that at one point Ulli
was speaking to Peter Davis, who was one of
the producers on Highlander, and there were
negotiations between them for something but
Ulli kept me out of it. I don’t know what came
of any of that…
Did The Devonsville Terror get a
theatrical release?
Yes, I believe that it did but it was not very
successful. Again, the marketing thing was
Ulli’s real obstacle to success. To me, The
Devonsville Terror was another interesting
little horror film. It was a scary movie and
it had some real substance. It was a lot less
violent than The Bogeyman.
You cut your hair very short for your
role in The Devonsville Terror. Did you
have any issues with doing this?
No, I will do anything (laughs). At the time
I had died my hair black and cut it short
because I wanted it to look like Keith Richards.
However, Ulli wanted me to go blonde for The
Devonsville Terror. So I put some summer
blonde on it because I was very cavalier about
chemicals, whether applying them or injecting
them (laughs) - and it turned my hair into this
wonderful orange color. It was really nice – a
bit like Bozo the Clown (laughs). It was fun
making The Devonsville Terror although I did
not like one close up of me.
It was a close up on my mouth as I was
speaking to Paul Williams, who played a really
creepy character although he was actually
a very nice guy. He had done a lot of other
pictures and his look reminds me of Philip
Seymour Hoffman. I didn’t appreciate the
close up of my mouth because it looked as if I
had a moustache (laughs).
Before you got divorced the last film
that yourself and Ulli collaborated on

was Six Stars to Sindanao which was
re-titled Revenge of the Stolen Stars.
Is that correct?
Well there was also I.F.O. – which was a total
joke – and then a few years later he shot some
stuff with myself and my daughter but I do
not know what happened to that or what film
it was for. We had split up at that point and
I was not feeling too friendly towards him
(laughs). And until you just mentioned it, I did
not even know that they re-titled Six Stars to
Sindanao!

Above:
Yet another
title for
Olivia, one of
Suzanna’s most
controversial
toles

What was Klaus Kinski like to work with
on this movie?
Klaus Kinski was an infant terrible. Ulli was
not being very nice to me again so I ran off
with Klaus. That is my main story from Six
Stars to Sindanao. It was great going to the
Philippines to shoot it though. The thing about
Klaus is that he could be a wonderful person
but he was hell bent on being an oddball. He
had this persona and it was all part of his
acting thing. He was full of his own greatness
but at the same time he was still very much
stuck in the 1960s. He was very demanding
and I do not think he was entitled to that sort
of behavior.
But you did not stay with Klaus for long,
right?
Yeah, it was good while it lasted but I finally
did leave him. I called him a stinky old man.
He was a total tyrant and always putting
people down all the time
So, finally, do you not miss your days in
the spotlight?
I don’t miss them. In fact, I don’t think I was
every really all that aware of it. But I am always
entertained - everything is interesting to me
and I had a great time.
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